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Abstract: Objective: To review the computed tomography (CT) and contrast-enhanced ultrasonography (CEUS) features and clinical outcomes of renal epithelioid angiomyolipomas (EAMLs). Materials and methods: Seventeen patients diagnosed with EAML from January 2004 to June 2015 at the Second People’s Hospital of Lianyungang and
Nanjing Drum Tower Hospital were included. All of the patients underwent CT, and six underwent CEUS. Patient demographics, outcomes, imaging characteristics and pathologic features were determined by chart review. Results:
The patients included seven women and ten men with a mean age 45.7 (range, 23-62) years. Only two patients had
tuberous sclerosis complexes (TSCs). Seven patients presented with flank pain, one presented with acute bleeding,
and nine were asymptomatic. Nine patients underwent radical nephrectomy, and eight patients underwent partial
nephrectomy. The mean follow-up period was 28.5 (range, 2-126) months, and fifteen patients were alive with no
evidence of disease at the time of the last follow-up, one patient exhibited local recurrence and lung metastases,
and another patient developed distant metastasis. The mean maximal tumor diameter was 6.1 (range, 1.2-12.5)
cm. The fat components of two lesions were detected by CEUS and one by CT. On unenhanced CT, the intratumoral
attenuations were hyperattenuating in nine patients, isoattenuating in one patient and hypoattenuating in seven
patients. The contrast enhancement degree was mild in one patient, moderate in six patients and marked in ten
patients. The contrast enhancement pattern was homogeneous in eight lesions and heterogeneous in nine lesions.
On CEUS analysis, two lesions were found to be homogeneous, and four were heterogeneous. Tumor necrosis was
observed in six cases, five of which had a maximal tumor diameter ≥ 10 cm, and hemorrhaging was present in
three cases. All patients were positive for melanoma (twelve were positive for HMB45, three were positive for melan
A, and two were positive for both). Conclusions: Renal EAML can have a range of imaging appearances. Our data
suggested that the majority of the tumors (size < 10 cm) were solid and had a tendency to be hyperattenuating on
unenhanced CT images. Hemorrhaging or necrosis was observed in tumors with sizes ≥ 10 cm with heterogeneous
enhancement. Regarding CEUS appearances, the uniform lesions were hypervascular and homogeneous, whereas
the lesions that contained hemorrhaging, necrosis or fat components were heterogeneous. In contrast to classic
AML, which is benign, EAML is potentially malignant and exhibits aggressive clinical features, including local recurrence and distant metastasis.
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Introduction
Classic renal angiomyolipoma (AML) is a benign mesenchymal neoplasm composed of a
variable proportion of adipose tissue, spindle
smooth muscle cells, and dysmorphic blood
vessels [1]. AML has been classified under the
group of perivascular epithelioid cell tumors
(PEComas) [2] that also includes renal and
hepatic angiomyolipomas, clear cell sugar tu-

mors of the lung, pulmonary lymphangioleiomyomatosis, and clear cell myomelanocytic tumors of the falciform ligamentum teres [3]. PEC
tumors exhibit co-expression of both melanocytic (HMB-45, Melan-A) and smooth muscle
(actin, desmin) markers [4]. Epithelioid AMLs
(EAMLs) were first reported in 1997 by Eble
et al. [5] and are composed of polygonal cells
with clear to eosinophilic cytoplasm and round
to oval nuclei that may exhibit varying degree

CT and CEUS characteristics and clinical outcomes of EAML
Table 1. Clinical features and outcomes of 17 patients with EAML
Features
Mean age at surgery (y)
Gender
Male
Female
Tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC)
Absent
Present
Present symptoms
Flank pain
Acute bleeding
Asymptomatic
Surgery
Radical nephrectomy
Partial nephrectomy
Mean follow-up (mo)
Clinical outcomes
Recurrence and Metastasis
Metastasis
No evidence of disease

Patients had CT (n=17)
45.7 (23-62)

Patients had both CT and CEUS (n=6)
44.2 (22-59)

10
7

3
3

15
2

5
1

7
1
9

3
0
3

9
8
28.5 (2-126)

4
2
17.5 (8-40)

1 (retroperitoneal, lung)
1 (adrenal gland)
15

1 (retroperitoneal, lung)
1 (adrenal gland)
4

of nuclear atypia [1]. This rare subtype of
AML may exhibit aggressive biology, including
recurrence and metastasis [2, 6]. The 2004
World Health Organization classification of tumors defines epithelioid angiomyolipomas of
the kidney as potentially malignant mesenchymal neoplasms with reported metastases in
approximately one-third of cases [7]. However,
this conclusion was based primarily on individual case reports and small retrospective
series, and recent studies have demonstrated
that the rate of aggressive clinical behavior is
lower than that previously reported [1, 7, 8].
The imaging appearances of EAMLs have been
much less well reported than the histopathologic features [9-12]. Herein, we retrospectively reviewed EAML imaging findings obtained
with CT and CEUS. We wish to provide useful
clues to distinguish EAMLs from benign tumors
because of the malignant potential of EAMLs.
Materials and methods
Patients
Institutional review board approval was obtained to retrospectively review images and
surgical pathology files. Between January 2004
and June 2015, seventeen patients were pa-
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thologically diagnosed with an EAML of the
kidney at our institutions. All of the patients’
medical records, including age, gender, TSC,
symptoms, surgery, follow-up, and clinical outcomes, were retrospectively reviewed and summarized.
Pathological diagnosis
A pathologist with 12 years of experience in
genitourinary pathology at the Nanjing Drum
Tower Hospital made the diagnoses of EAML
according to the 2004 WHO classification,
which defines an EAML as a proliferation of predominantly round to polygonal epithelioid cells
with enlarged vesicular nuclei and often with
prominent nucleoli. The tumors were analyzed
with respect to the tumor configuration, hemorrhaging, and necrosis, and the available immunohistochemical stains were reviewed.
CT technique
All the pre-operative images were obtained
using a helical CT (Philips Brilliance, Holland).
Unenhanced, cortico-medullary, nephrographic, and excretory phase images were obtained
through the kidneys with scan delays of 30 s,
90 s and 300 s after administration. The section thicknesses ranged from 1.5 to 3 mm, and
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Figure 1. A 59-year-old man with a tuberous sclerosis complex. A. Unenhanced CT showing a 10.2-cm cyst-solid mass in the upper pole of the right kidney (black
arrow). A small conventional fat-containing angiomyolipoma (red arrow) and a hyperattenuating mass were observed in the left kidney (white arrow). B. A heterogeneous mass in the upper pole of the right kidney was detected on conventional sonography (white arrow). C. Dynamic enhanced CT showing a heterogeneously
enhanced tumor in the corticomedullary phase (black arrow), and the solid tumor in the left kidney was markedly enhanced but was hypoattenuating relative to
the renal cortex. D. On CEUS, the tumor was heterogeneously enhanced (black and red arrows). E. CT scan 7 months after nephrectomy showing lung metastases
(white arrows). F. A retroperitoneal neoplasm measuring up to 12.5 cm was detected, which suggested local recurrence. G. The tumor cells were positive for HMB45
antibody (original magnification × 100).
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Table 2. Imaging characteristics of the 17 cases of EMAL
Characteristics
Mean size (cm)
CT finding of fat
Absent
Present
CEUS finding of fat
Absent
Present
Unenhanced CT appearances
Hyperattenuating
Isoattenuating
Hypoattenuating
Enhanced CT appearances
Mild enhancement
Moderate enhancement
Marked enhancement
Homogeneous enhancement
Heterogeneous enhancement
CEUS appearances
Homogeneous
Heterogeneous

Patients had Patients had both
CT (n=17)
CT and CEUS (n=6)
6.1 (1.2-12.5)
6.9 (1.2-11.3)
16
1

4
2
9
1
7

4
0
2

Imaging analysis
1
6
10
8
9

the reconstruction intervals ranged from 0.5
to 1.5 mm. Intravenous injections of non-ionic
contrast medium of 300 mg iodine per milliliter (Omnipaque, GE Healthcare) were administered (volume 85 ml; injection rate 3 ml/s
via a mechanical power injector) and followed by a 20-ml saline flush via an 18-gauge
catheter. The CT densities were measured in
representative portions of the masses that
did not have necrosis on unenhanced and
contrast imaging.
CEUS technique
An abdominal ultrasound (US) was performed first, and color Doppler US was performed prior to the operation to detect the arterial blood flow in and around the tumor. The
Doppler parameters were optimized to detect
slow flow velocities with a pulse repetition frequency of 700 Hz, a medium wall filter, and lowvelocity flow optimization. The color gain was
increased until the color noise was evident
and then lowered slightly to clean the image.
Contrast-enhanced ultrasonography with low
acoustic US pressure (2-4 MHz transducer;
mechanical index < 0.1; 12-13 frame rate/s)
was performed utilizing a 2202-UV ultrasonography device (BK Medical, Copenhagen, Dan14099

5
1

mark). A dose of 1.2 ml of sulphur
hexafluoride in the form of microbubbles (SonoVue, Bracco, Milan,
Italy) was intravenously injected
as a rapid bolus via an antecubital vein using a 20-gauge cannula. This injection was followed
by a 5-ml saline flush. Additionally, while the patients held their
breath after the contrast appeared on the imaging, CEUS was performed with a focus on the mass
area. All examinations were recorded on a magneto-optical disk system for further analysis.

0
2
4
3
3

A senior internist with 9 years of
experience in urinary system CEUS
and who was blinded to the CECT
results reviewed the CEUS studies.
Moreover, a senior radiologist with
11 years of experience in renal
imaging who was also blinded to
2
the CEUS results reviewed the CT
4
studies. The tumor size, laterality,
location, existence of fat, attenuating value, heterogeneity, and the degree of
enhancement were evaluated. The measurement of the CT attenuation was performed
using the highest CT attenuation area to avoid
obtaining data from necrotic or cystic areas
using a reviewer-defined region of interest.
Based on the unenhanced CT findings, the
tumors were classified as hyperattenuating,
isoattenuating or hypoattenuating based on
comparisons with the renal parenchyma (cortex). Homogeneity was defined by an area of
more than 90% with the same attenuation
value as ascertained by visual inspection [11].
According to previous studies [13-19], the
degree of enhancement of the hypervascular
clear cell type RCC was 90-149 HU, and that
of hypovascular papillary RCC was 15-56 HU.
Thus, enhancements greater than 90 HU were
classified as marked enhancements, those between 60 and 90 HU were classified as moderate enhancements, and those less than 60
HU were classified mild enhancements.
Results
Clinical information
Table 1 summarizes the clinical features and
outcomes of EAML patients. The mean age at
Int J Clin Exp Med 2016;9(7):14096-14104
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Figure 2. A 35-year-old woman with a homogeneous solid-type lesion. (A) Unenhanced CT showing an 8.0-cm hyperattenuating mass in the upper pole of the left kidney (black arrow). No fat density was detected. Enhanced CT showing a homogenously enhanced tumor in corticomedullary phase (B: Black arrow) and excretory phase images (C:
Black arrow). (D) A homogenous mass in the upper pole of the left kidney was detected on conventional sonography
(white arrow). On CEUS, the tumor was homogenously enhanced, and the sonographic criterion for the presence of
a pseudocapsule sign was a rim of perilesional enhancement (red arrows).

Figure 3. A 36-year-old woman with a 3.2-cm solid-type lesion. (A) Unenhanced CT showing a 3.2-cm hyperattenuating mass in the upper pole of the right kidney (black arrow). No fat density was detected. (B) Enhanced CT showing
a heterogeneously enhanced tumor in the corticomedullary phase (B: Black arrow) and excretory phase images (C:
Black arrow). The tumor exhibited a peripheral enhancement pattern. (D) The tumor cells were positive for HMB45
antibody (original magnification × 200).

surgery was 45.7 years, and the range was 23
to 62 years. Seven patients were females, ten
were males, and only two patients had tuberous sclerosis complexes. Seven patients presented with flank pain, one presented with
acute bleeding, and nine were asymptomatic.
Nine patients underwent radical nephrectomy,
and the others underwent partial nephrectomy.
The follow-ups of the seventeen cases lasted
2-126 months (mean, 28.5 months). A followup CT 7 months after nephrectomy in one case
revealed a retroperitoneal neoplasm measuring up to 12.5 cm, which suggested local recurrence, and unenhanced CT also revealed lung
metastases (Figure 1). Another patient developed a distant metastasis in the adrenal gland,
but the lesion had not been biopsied.
Imaging characteristics
The imaging characteristics are summarized in
Table 2. All of the patients underwent CT, and
six underwent CEUS. The tumors were located
in the left kidneys in six cases and in the right
kidneys in eleven. The lesions were located in
the upper renal pole in nine cases, the interpolar region in two cases, and the lower renal pole
in six cases. The maximum tumor diameters
ranged from 1.2 to 12.5 cm (mean 6.1 cm). Fat
14100

components were identifiable with CEUS in two
cases and with unenhanced CT in one case.
According to the unenhanced CT findings, the
CT attenuations of the lesions were hyperattenuating in nine, isoattenuating in one, and
hypoattenuating in seven patients. Nine lesions
were categorized as heterogeneous, and eight
were categorized as homogeneous (Figure 2).
Six of the nine heterogeneous types were
accompanied by hemorrhaging or necrosis in
the histopathological specimens, and fat components were found in two. In one of these nine
tumors, the lesion was homogeneous on unenhanced CT but was heterogeneously enhanced
and exhibited a peripheral enhancement pattern (Figure 3). The tumor enhancements
ranged from mild (one case) to moderate (six
cases) to marked (nine cases). Among the six
cases with CEUS findings, two uniform lesions
were hypervascular and homogeneous, two
were accompanied by hemorrhaging or necrosis, and the two that contained fat components
were heterogeneous.
Pathologic characteristics
The pathologic findings are summarized in
Table 3. Eleven lesions were the solid type, and
five lesions were the cyst-solid type. Tumor
Int J Clin Exp Med 2016;9(7):14096-14104
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(≥ 10 cm) might be accompanied by necrosis. When the epithelioid component
predominates and nuclear atypia is proPatients had Patients had both
Characteristics
minent, there is often diagnostic diffiCT (n=17)
CT and CEUS (n=6)
culty that can contribute to the misdiagTumor configuration
noses of EAMLs as RCCs, metastatic melSolid
11
4
anomas or sarcomas [5, 22-24]. Indeed,
Cyst-solid
6
2
some previously reported RCCs were conHemorrhage
3
1
firmed to be EAMLs based upon expert
Necrosis
6
reevaluation of immunohistochemical asSize ≥ 10 cm
5
2
says [5, 25]. In such situations, the immuSize < 10 cm
1
0
nohistochemical assays are significant in
the differential diagnosis. These tumors
Immunohistochemistry
are usually positive for one or more meHMB-45 positive
12
5
lanocytic markers, such as HMB45, melan
Melan A positive
3
0
A or A103, although staining can be foBoth
2
1
cal. These tumors often express smooth muscle markers (particularly SMA and
necrosis was observed in six cases, five of
less commonly desmin) and are negative for
which had maximal tumor diameters ≥ 10 cm,
epithelial markers and S-100. As described by
and hemorrhaging was present in three cases.
Aydin et al. [1], no melanocytic marker is poAll patients were positive for melanoma (twelve
sitive in all EAMLs, but all EAMLs are positive
were positive for HMB45, three were positive
for either HBM-45 or melan A. Therefore, a
for melan A, and two were positive for both).
panel of melanocytic markers has been suggested for use in EAML patients. In our cases,
Discussion
all of the patients were positive for melanoma
(twelve were positive for HMB45, three were
EAML is a rare variant of renal AML, which is a
positive for melan A, and two were positive for
potentially malignant neoplasm. Gender is not
both).
a factor in the occurrence of EAML, whereas
classical AMLs occur predominantly in females
Imaging descriptions of EAMLs are relatively
with female:male ratios of 4:1 for both sporadic
rare, and only single cases and small series
and TSC cases. Sato et al. reviewed 21 previhave been studied with US, CT and/or MR [2,
ously reported cases and found that both gen8-12]. Our seventeen cases exhibited a wide
ders were equally likely to be involved (male:
range of imaging characteristics. The appearfemale, 11:10) [20]. In our study, the male vs
ances ranged from small, well-defined, and
female ratio was 10:7. The analysis of 61,389
homogeneous lesions to large and markedly
AML patients by Fittschen A et al. revealed that
heterogeneous masses. Hyperattenuation on
the ages of the patients ranged from 1 month
unenhanced CT might be a characteristic findto 105 years and included 30,500 females
ing of EAML due to the high cellular content and
(54.6 ± 18.7 years) and 30,889 males (54.8 ±
lack of fat in EAMLs. Among our eleven solid
18.3 years) [21]. According to Aydin et al. [1]
cases, the unenhanced CT attenuations were
and He et al. [7], the mean ages of EAML
hyperattenuating in nine, isoattenuating in one,
patients at presentation are 38.6 years and
and hypoattenuating in one. In a previously
49.7 years, respectively, and mean age of our
reported study by Tsukada et al., the authors
patients was 45.7 years. Thus, it seems that
also found that six of the seven cases for which
EAML patients are younger than classical AML
unenhanced CT images were available were
patients.
hyperattenuating, and the remaining case was
isoattenuating [11]. The enhancement patterns
Microscopically, EAMLs frequently present with
of EAMLs are varied and nonspecific. Therefore,
hemorrhaging, necrosis, polygonal cells, nuclethe diagnosis of EAML is occasionally difficult,
ar atypia, and mitotic activity. In our series,
and EAMLs can be indistinguishable from hightumor necrosis was observed in six cases, five
grade or sarcomatous RCCs and AMLs with
of which had maximal tumor diameters ≥ 10
cm. Our findings suggest that large tumor size
minimal fat. The heterogeneous enhancements
Table 3. Pathologic Characteristics in 17 cases of
EMAL
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were caused by hemorrhaging, necrosis or fat
components, and the majority of the solid
tumors exhibited a tendency to be homogeneous on enhanced CT in the present study. In
one of our series, the lesion was homogeneous
on unenhanced CT but was enhanced heterogeneously and exhibited a peripheral enhancement pattern. To our knowledge, this finding
has not previously been reported in the literature. Ten of the eleven solid tumors were markedly enhanced but were hypoattenuating relative to the renal cortex and medulla (arterial and venous phases), and this pattern is similar to the imaging findings for RCCs [13]. Lu et
al. observed that centripetal enhancement
that is homogeneous at the peak in addition
to iso-enhancement in parenchymal phase
might be the CEUS features of both EAMLs and
minimal fat AMLs, but the pseudocapsule sign
and tumor-to-cortex enhancement ratio were
helpful in the differentiation between these
conditions [8]. Only six patients underwent
CEUS examinations in the present study, and all
of the tumors were hypervascular. Two cases
with a maximal tumor diameter of 8.0 cm were
homogeneous, which might have resulted from
uniform solid component without any hemorrhaging or necrosis. In RCCs, heterogeneous
enhancement is most commonly observed using CECT or CEUS due to cystic changes, necrosis, or both [26, 27]. Thus, EAMLs should be a
considered when a patient has a large mass
that exhibits homogeneous enhancement on
CEUS. Lesions containing hemorrhaging, necrosis and fat components are heterogeneous on
CEUS, which is similar to the characteristics on
enhanced CT.
The criteria for predicting malignant EAMLs are
not well recognized because of the rarity of this
entity. Large tumor size, necrosis, associated
TSC or concurrent AML, extrarenal extension
and/or renal vein involvement, a carcinoma-like
growth pattern, frequent mitoses, a higher percentage of the epithelioid component and atypical mitotic figures might be associated with
malignant outcomes [3, 23, 28]. One of our
patients with associated TSC and a 10.2-cm
mass accompany by necrosis in the upper polar
relapsed 7 months after nephrectomy. Another
patient developed distant metastasis in the
adrenal gland 3 months after partial nephrectomy, but the lesion was not been biopsied. The
2004 World Health Organization classification
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of tumors defines EAMLs as potentially malignant mesenchymal neoplasms with reported metastasis in approximately one-third of
cases, but the true biological behavior of this
rare variant remains unclear. In a multicenter
clinicopathologic review of 40 cases, Brimo et
al. found a 26% rate of malignancy [28]. Another multicenter clinicopathologic review of 41
cases by Nese et al., which included 16 previously published cases, described a 17% rate
of recurrence and a 49% rate of metastasis,
and 33% of the patients died due to the disease [3]. He et al. reported a series of 20 patients with a mean follow-up of 82.5 (range,
1-356) months, and only one patient developed distant metastases [7]. Moreover, Aydin et
al. described benign clinical outcomes in all
15 of their patients [1]. This variability in clinical outcomes between reports could be related to the epithelioid component percentage,
small sample sizes, and the sources of the
cases (i.e., primary or referral pathology cases).
Several publications have observed functional
activation of the mTOR pathway, and mTOR
inhibitors, such as sirolimus and temsirolimus,
can be used to treat TSCs associated renal
EAMLs [29-31]. Therefore, the correct diagnosis of a renal EAML is important to help clinicians select the optimal treatment.
The present study has several limitations. First,
only a small number of patients with EAMLs
were included. Second, the long-term survival
following this type of tumor awaits further
research. Third, the epithelioid component percentages varied in our patients, which might
have influenced the imaging appearances and
clinic outcomes.
In conclusion, EAML is an uncommon tumor
with the potential for aggressive, malignant
behavior. Our data suggest that the majority
of the tumors (size < 10 cm) were solid and
exhibited a tendency toward being hyperattenuating on unenhanced CT images. The enhancement patterns were varied and nonspecific,
and hemorrhaging or necrosis was found in
tumors ≥ 10 cm with heterogeneous enhancement. Most of the solid tumors were markedly enhanced but were hypoattenuating relative to the renal cortex and medulla (arterial
and venous phases). Regarding the CEUS appearances, the uniform lesions were hypervascular and homogeneous, whereas the lesions
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that contained hemorrhaging, necrosis or fat
components were heterogeneous.
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